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Embracing Education
As our society continues to evolves, it's important that we question what role

education should play and what educational excellence looks like. 

An embracive education is based on individuality and alternative equality; ensuring

that every child and young person is able to be accepted, nurtured and celebrated

regardless of their natural academic ability. In embracing education we look beyond

what learnings the curriculum provides and instead acknowledges the life skills and

social experiences children gain by going to school. Embracing education

encourages us to look beyond the one measure of attainment we currently use and

accepts that pupils will learn, achieve and excel in different ways.

In all aspects of education, it is also important to embrace the wide variety of

children our system serves; giving every child the opportunity to experience a sense

of belonging and develop the skills they need for their future, whatever the want that

to look like. 
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Embracive Insight
Our education system currently tries to control the way in which children learn, how

they demonstrate their talents and how their lifelong potential is measured. When

children are unable to conform to the ideal our education system design has been

based upon we punish or penalise those children by taking things from them

whether that's the company of other pupils, their ability to participate in play or the

varied and diverse nature of the curriculum they receive. We lower our expectations

of the pupils who are unable to conform and in turn we limit their opportunities for

the future. 

Embracive education is designed to give each child the opportunity to define and

demonstrate their unique talents in an environment where they feel confident and

comfortable. We give every pupil the opportunity to experience every component

of education and build a diverse, strong foundation for their future in life rather than

learning. 
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Individual Learning
The world we live in is increasingly diverse and it is widely accepted that children

live, learn and thrive in different environments. An Individual Education is designed

to re-imagine what education looks like a offer personal learning experiences for

those pupils who are not well matched to the current system of learning. Although

ultimately, our objective is to ensure everyone receives an individual education

through the delivery of an inclusive education system, today we focus on providing

an individual education to those pupils who most struggle to find their place in the

current system, particularly those with complex Mental Health problems and needs.

To do this, we utilise technology and embrace alternative education as a different

but equal source of learning. We use frameworks and improved ideals around best

practice to ensure every child is able to influence a personalised learning

experience and guarantee that every child is able to embrace all aspects of

education.
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Embracive Outcomes
Embracive Education is designed to prepare children and young people for life, not

simply further learning. It ensures that children in mainstream schools have the

ability to be diverse in the way they approach and demonstrate learning whilst those

pupils who thrive in alternative environments have their education delivered with

equal ambition, equal opportunity and a certainty that their achievements will be

held in equal esteem to mainstream schools. Embracive Education aims to

understand and positively influence problematic behaviour rather than punish or

control it. Embracive Education responds to complex needs and provides strength,

support and opportunity in response to vulnerability rather than reaffirming it as a

weakness or a disadvantage. An Embracive Education develops young adults who

are aware and able to manage themselves whilst navigating their way through life

with responsibility and resilience. They are confident enough to embrace their whole

self and the unique opportunities and achievements only they can create.
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Inspiring Aspirations
Embracive Education is designed to inspire the aspirations of our future

generations but more than that, it is the vehicle that will challenge the education

system to re-imagine it's own aspirations and redefine the way in which we

measure success, attainment and excellence. 

 

Embracive Education encourages us to believe that there is no one way to learn,

no single opportunity that outshines the others and no perfect picture of a pupil.

Embracive Education instead focuses on understanding individual pupils,

understanding their preferences and their unique potential. Embracive Education

creates a best practice that diverts from our isolated understanding of

outstanding and instead promotes the notion the outstanding educators gives

every child the opportunity to be and belong as their best, whatever that looks

like.
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Understanding Opportunity
Embracive Education can't be delivered using an off the shelf product or generic

service but if it is something you would like to learn more about then please do get

in touch with us using on of the options below.

 

Whatever your circumstances, if your ambition is to create a more embracive

learning environment, please do get in touch.

 

www.phoenixeducationconsultancy.com 

info@phoenixeducationconsultancy.com 

www.twitter.com/phoenixgroupHQ

 

 


